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Creighton M. Foraker Gets U. S. Marshalship
Again Judge A. L. Morrisson's Son Gets
Good Plum Mills Nomination
Confirmed.

aa

.

Special to' The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Dee. 2(1.
Tafi today sent to the Senate the
nominations of Creighton M. Foraker
to soccved himself as U. S. marshal '
for New Mexico; Manuel R. ' Otero
and Fred MuIUt to succeed themselves
as register and receiver of the federal
land office, 'respectively at Santa Fe;
Edward W. Fox to succeed himself as
register and Manuel Martinez to succeed (Jeorge W. Detamore as receiver
of the federal land office at Clayton,
Union county: and Joseph K. Morrison to be U. S. district attorney for
Arizona. The appointment of General Viljoen, the Boer fighter, now a resident of La Mesa, Dona Ana county,
to le collector of customs at El Paso,
decided
Tex., has been practically
Assoof
The
reappointment
upon.
ciate Justices John R. McFie and
Frank W. Parker Is also certain.
Chief Justice Mills Confirmed.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 20. The
anointment of William J. Mills to be
governor of New Mexico was confirmed today in executive session of
the U. S. Senate. There was no op
position to the confirmation. No action was taken on the appointment of
William H. Pope of Roswell to be
chief justice. Both appointments were
made to go into effect on March 1.
The committee on postoffices and
postroads is still holding up the appointment of S. B. Grimshaw to be
postmaster at 'Santa Fe.
Nominations Sent In.
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at Santa Fe.

entered the political arena soon afterward and held many positions of
trust and honor. He was probate
clerk of Valencia county for four consecutive terms, probate judge for one
term, deputy sheriff for one term and
the Territory.
was a prominent candidate for the
1S41
in
was
the little
He
born in
for delegate
town of Peralta, in the 'county of Va- Republican nomination
to Congress in 1882, when the Repubsteadhas
lencia, the county which
lican party nominated the Hon.
fastly and solidly voted for the ReDurLuna for that
since
the
organization ing that campaign Mr.position.
publican party
Otero
gave
of that party In the Territory and has valuable and
strong support to the Renever faltered or wavered ' in that
for delegate.
candidate
publican
'r:
course.
;
Mr. Otero was appointed register of
His father was Judge Antonio Jose the United States land office in this
Otero and his mother was Francisco city by President McKinley. He was
Chaves, both descendants of illus- reappointed by President Roosevelt
trious Spanish families who were and now again by President Taft. He
among the early settlers of New Mex- has proved himself a most efficient,
ico, i His father was associate justice capable and honest official and in evof the first supreme court of the Terri- ery respect merits
reappointment. He
tory of New Mexico, and presiding has the support of the party organizajudge of the third judicial district. tion and of the leading and best ReHis mother was a daughter of Hon. publicans in the
Territory and it cerFrancisco Chaves, governor of the tainly looks as If he would be reap""v.
province of New Mexico under the pointed,
v ;;
Spanish government.
Mr. Otero is"happily married and
Mr. Otero received a classical edu- has a family 0f bright sons and
cation at St. Louis University and aaughters, one of his daughters bewas in the senior class about to grad- ing the wife of Hon. Solomon Luna,
uate when he was called home on ac- member of the National Republican
count of the death of his mother. He committee from. New Mexico.

Hon. Manuel R. Otero, register of
the United States iand office in Santa
Fe, is quiet and unassuming but yet
of great strength of character and a
prominent and progressive citizen of.
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Body Tied to a Wagon and Drag-- i American Ambassador Receives
.
. . Instructions From Secreged Into Abbeville,
Louisiana.
tary Knox;
;

-

'

Abbeville, La.;" Dec.-- 20. A thrilling
Washington, Dec. 20Urge upon
man hunt terminated yesterday after- Mexico the importance' 6t hurrying the
noon near here when Roy Oharo, a trial of James A. Cook '" was the
negro desperado, killed himself after substance of a message telegraphed
a chase lasting since Tuesday when by the state department to the Amer-'caambassador at Mexico today;
the negro shot Officers Holy and
a conference between
Thomas. At Lawrence, in the Chota-watchi- e Th's followed
Assistant Secretary of State Wilson
swamp, a cordon of a hun- and Representative Scott of Kansas.
men
surrounded the negro. He Cooke is a constitutent of Mr. Scott.
dred
was wounded, barefooted and tired. He Cooke was arrested several months
as
saw escape was impossible, and plac- ago by the Mexican government
the result of the robbery of a freight
ing the barrel of his shot gun to his train of which Cooke was in charge.
breast, he pushed the trigger with Mr. Scott advised the state
his big toe. His body was tied to a ment that the railroad men of departTexas
buggy and dragged to Abbeville, and are threatening reprisals on Mexico
placed in ; the court bouse where it by making it uncomfortable for Mex
lay for several hours.
railroad men entering Texas unless action for Cooke's release, are
HARRY THAWS
speedily taken.
PETITION IS DENIED.
KID M'COY ISSUES
A PUGILISTIC CHALLENGE.
His Effort to Be Released From
for
the
Criminal
Asylum
Wants to Meet Jim Corbett in Ten
Insane Again Fails.
- .
Round Bout at Jeffries-Johson Fray.
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Mcf

Kenna,' in the. United States supreme
court, this morning denied the petition of Harry K. Thaw for a writ
of error to the court of appeals of
New York in the case in which Thaw
made an effort to ' obtain a release
from Matteawan asylum. The effect
will be to leave Thaw in the asylum.

New York, Dec. 20. Here is a
cheerful grin for lovers of pugilism.
Kid McCoy has issued a statement declaring he is willing to meet Jim
Corbett in a ten round bout as a
preliminary to the
battle. He expresses a desire to
wager $10,000 on the outcome.
Jeffries-Johnso-
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Foraker.
Creighton
Creighton M. Foraker, has already
served longer as U. S. marshal for
New Mexico than any of his predeHe was born and reared in
cessors.
Highland county, Ohio, a son of Henry S. Foraker and a brother of J. B.
Foraker, former governor and U. S.
Senator from Ohio.
Mr. Foraker
tame to New Mexico t wenty-sifeyears ago and went to work in the
mines of Grant county, especially in
the Burro mountain
district. Two
years ago he engaged in the catile
industry in Grant county and in
l!ti)."
near Engle, Sierra county. He
was commissioned V. S. marshal on
July 23, 1S97. by President McKinley
and has served since. Mr. Foraker
was initiated as an Elk at Santa Fe
but now belongs to the lodse of Albuquerque where he makes his home.
Graduate of St. Michael's College.
Joseph E. Morrison, son of Judge
A. L. Morrison, is a graduate of St.
Michael's College. He was born in
Chicago on July S), 1871, and attended
the public and Catholic parochial
schools at Chicago. He came with
his parents to Santa Fe where
he
graduated from St. Michael's College
and was admitted to the New Mexico
WashingtQJV-D- .
C, Dec. 20.
Bar in this city. Later, he located
sent to the Senate today at Prescott, Arizona, and from there
tfie following nominations of ambassa- moved to Bisbee. He has taken a
dors and ministers. Robert Bacon leading part in the politics of the
of New York, ambassador to Fiance; neighboring territory and is considof Missouri, am- ered one of the most eloquent .camRichard C. Ken-enAustria-HungarHenry paign speakers in the Southwest. He
bassador te
Lone Wilson of Washington; ambas- is married. Hl appointment to be
sador to Mexico; Charles Page Bryan U. S. district attorney for Arizona,
of Illinois, minister to Belgium; Wil is very gratifying to the host of
liam J. Calhoun of Illinois, minister J friends he has in Santa Fe.
M.

n

CAPTAIN FRED MULLER.
Reappointed Receiver of the Federal
Land Office at Santa Fe.
Major Frederick Mailer who is appointed for the third time receiver
of the federal land office in this city
on his good record, was
in
horn
Wiierteniberg, Germany, in ISO:!. Ho
can.e to the United Stales when sixteen years old. In 18S2. he enlisted
in the Sixth United States Cav lry in
wliieh he served in New Mexico and
Arizona for five years participating
in the first
campaign
against the
Apaches. In ISSN he located in Santa
Fe and engaged in business and is
now associated with H. S. Kaune. He
served two terms as a member of the
board of education at Santa Fe and
in 1S!m; was elected ' collector
and
treasurer of Santa Fe county on the
Republican ticket and was
in 190n.
He was commissioned
a
major in the New. Mexico National
Guard by Governor Miguel A. Otero
and was commissioned by him captain of Troop E of the Rough Kidftr
upon the outbreak of the war with
Spain. He served with distinction
under Colonel Roosevelt in Cuba and
was breveted a major in 1899 for
meritorious service.

vanced. Mr. Lee is said to have remarked that the railroads have been
looking for an excuse to advance
rates, but irrespective of such advance, the men must have the pay
they earned, even if the companies
had to stop paying dividends.

WILL DEDICATE
TEXAS HOME NEXT WEEK.
San Antonio. Tex., Dec. 20. On
December 28th, the Odd Fellows of
this city will dedicate their new
home here, a palatial sti cture costProminent Odd
ing over $100,000.
Fellows from every part of Texas, and
from many other states will attend.

ODD FELLOWS

Presi-denL-Tti- fi
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Eighty Thousand Dollars in Nicaragua Will Not Have
Peace Until Zelaya's FolPurses Hung Up at
lowers Are Out
Los Angeles

AS

MEET

SPEED, DURATION AND ALTITUDE CABLE ADDRESSED

TO

KNOX

Governor Determined That Daughter of John Pierpont
-Morgan and Mrs. Oliver Dirigible Balloons and Aero" Revolutionists Plead in the Name
Delinquent Taxes Must
H. Belmont
Be Collected
of Liberty and
planes Will Contest for an

-

i

Entire Week.

Justice.

Los Angeles, Dec. 20. More than
eighty thousand dollars in prizes will
be awarded winners of events during
aviation week. The prizes of the international aviation meet at Rheims,
France, aggregated less than
dollars.
The prizes have
For
been apportioned as follows:
areonauts including aeroplanes. $45,-50for spherical balloons $22,500;
for dirigible airships, $13,000. There
will be prizes for speed, duration in
air, highest altitude attained and for
the longest flights. These apply particularly to aeroplanes.

Washington, Dec. 20. "Peace in
this county can only be assured by
the complete exclusion of Zelaya and
his followers. We will continue fighting until this is secured. In the name
of liberty and justice on our side we

NEW YORK'S NOVEL SPECTACLE

Proposition to Supply Taos With Shirt Waist Makers Would Have
Lost But for This In
Power From Lucero
terference.
River.
Up Trial of

THREATENED

uhl tHmlNAE

Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 2ft. Seventy-fivthousand men employed on about
seventy-fivrailroads east of the Mississippi river will today through the
officials of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen formally notify various
divisions and railroads affected that
a demand for an increase in wages
from five to forty-pecent will he
made on January .'!. The trainmen, it
is said, will wait until January 2U. for
an answer. According to W. C. Lee.
president of the Trainmen, the chief
demand will be for the standardization of wages of conductors and their
chews. A strike is not yet contemplated, but Mr. Lee said the trainmen
will insist that their demands be
granted. Asked concerning a statement credited to some railroad men
that in order to raise the wages, the
freight rates would have to be ad-

LITTLE JOG

ARE

IMidd

Freight Rates Must Be Raised
or Dividends Stopped If
Necessary.

(

Negro Killed Himself When It Shall Hurry
He Saw He Could Not EsAmerican Conductor Held
From
Posse
at Guadalajara
cape
HH

-

I
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'
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on January Third

to China: Henry T. Cage of Califor-nia, minister to Portugal; R. S. H.
Hit of Illinois, minister to Panama:
John I!. Jackson. New Jersey, niin- ister to Cuba; Fenton R. McCrey of
Michigan, minister to Honduras; Ed- vin V. Morgan of New York, minister
to Paraguay; I.. S. Swanson, minister
to Switzerland.
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Santa Fe and Clayton Land Office Positions Disposed of Demand for More Wages to
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forty-thousan-

d

ask you to recognize
my government."
This
from
General
message
20.
Dec.
Miss
New
Anne
York,
Governor Curry has called a meet'
Estrada at the head of the revoluin of district attorneys at Santa Fe Morgan, daughter of J. P. Morgan
tionary army of Nicaragua, hajs been
on January 6 of next year, to consid- and Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont, mistress
received by the secretary of state. The
er and discuss the collection of taxes of millions, appeared today as duly
telegram is dated Bluefields and was
labor
to
enforce
measures
authorized,
and means and
leaders, charged
sent by wireless from Co'on. In the
with the responsibility of directing
the payment of delinquent taxes.
same telegram Estrada says that no
in part at least a strike of 40,000 girl
Notaries Appointed,
in the person of Zelaya's chief
change
here. A stateGovernor Curry has appointed Carl shirt waist makersexecutive selected by him or by the
S. Laster at Carrizozo, Lincoln coun- ment was issued today saying that
congress he controls will be acceptty, and Elmer G. Miner of Roswell, these two society leaders would pro- COLFAX COUNTY IS
DOING VERY WELL. ed by the majority of Nicaragua peo
vide adequate legal defense for all
Chaves county," notaries public.
ple who are allied with the revolution-ai- y
members of the union who are arrestReform School.
cause.
James W. Klrkpatrick of the ter- ed while doing picket duty and will James K. Hunt and Superintendent
i
mo
ten f l GLIti i.UUUUUJ
llldl
directritorial reform school at Springer, to- personally take up the work of
Klrkpatrick of the Reform
authoritative statement that the revMiss
At
strikers.
the
Morgan's
ing
Visit
School
Capital.
gether with James K. Hunt of Raton,
olutionary party will hot accept as
weTe in conference today with Gov- suggestion, a call has been issued for
president any one who has friendly
in
the
volunteer
neighbormatpickets
on
reform
school
ernor Curry
K. Hunt, banker and mer- relations of Zelaya.
Late telegrams
James
hood
strike
where
the
of
the
shops
ters. The school now has eighteen
e
an
old
chant
at
from
the national
that
political
Raton,
say
Nicaragua
is in progress. Many of these watchinmates and is doing good work.
and side partner of Governor assembly has been instructed by Zeers will be society women. In the
Water Applications Approved.
Madriz president, and
meantime, T. B. Hammon, the presi- George Curry, accompanied Superin- laya to elect.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. dent of the manufacturer's association tendent Kirkpatrick of the territorial Irias chief commander of the army.
Sullivan today approved the applicaa statement to the effect reform school at Springer to Santa Fe This is everywhere regarded as &
tion of Thomas Shawe of Raton for has issued
for
the interference
the today. Mr. Hunt says that Colfax move to continue Zelaya as the domi"but
that
1.6 second feet from the Dry Arroyo,
nant figure. Considerable hostility H
a
would have died
natural j (;uuiii.j io jji uapi-- j una aim huluui
a tributary of the Chico Rico, Colfax strike
column. being displayed, against the Ameriin the Republican
safely
that
this
and
these
death
time,"
by
county; and the application of Mala-qui- as
women are really doing the Raton is enjoying quiet prosperity can consulate at Managua by Zelaya's
Martinez and P. M. Black of wealthy
Abusive
and that the pay roll of nearby coal followers.
"i
language
harm.
girls
Taos for twenty second feet out of
camps is larger than ever. From the threats are of daily occurrence, but
the Lucero, Taos county, for. a. power FROM
Van Houten-Koehle- r
mines alone a' no actual violence has been attemptPRIVATE TO CAPTAIN
proposition to cost $13,000 and which
TO PENITENTIARY. hundred thousand tons of coal were ed.
THEN
is to generate 288 horsepower
for
shipped last month, which is a rec-- ;
use in Taos and surrounding country.
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 20. Capt. ord to be proud of, and yet, Colfax BATTING AVERAGES OF
... NATIONAL LEAGUE.
has as much coal left as the;
Thomas H. Franklin, who recently county state or
DENEEN CALLS
New York, Dec. 20. Hans Wagner,
entire
rnerei
1'ennsyivania.
to
embezzlement
petty
OUT MILITIA. pleaded guilty
is also some activity in the mines of shortstop of the Pittsburg baseball
from the "West Point cadet mess fund,
the western part of the county. Mr.; club, again leads the batters of the
two
to
sentenced
years and Hunt is an old timer and served on National
Lynching of Negro Feared at East and was
League with a percentage of
six months imprisonment, is a native the
Saint Louis or Bell-villNavajo reservation with former .339 in the official batting averages
as
of this city. He entered the army
Secretary Thomas of this city. Mr.! made public by President John Hey-dle- r,
Springfield, 111., Dec. 20. Governor. a private, was promoted to corporal, Kirkpatrick is making good at the
of the National League today.
Deneen this noon ordered eight com-- i sergeant, first sergeant and regiment- reform school. Working under seri- - Wagner wielded the willow effective'
panies of the Fourth Illinois Infantry al sergeant major of the eighteenth ous disadvantages and building the ly making 168 hits for a total of 242
to hold themselves in readiness to Infantry, and after taking the neces- institution from bottom up, he is al- - bases. Outfielder Mitchell of Cinproceed to East St. Louis or Bell-vill- sary examination received a commis- ready showing results. The eighteen cinnati, batted .310. Bescher of Cin-- .
to protect Will Clark, the negro sion in March, 1897. He took part in inmates will be put to work on the ' cinnati, led the base stealers puf- -'
t
arrested on suspicion of - murdering the Philippine campaigns, and was farm next spring, it being the inten- Joining 54 bases:.,' ..y;Y.'
the conductor of a street car in East recommended for distinguished serv- tion to place twenty acres under cul-- j
Pittsburg led in" ''team batting with
St. Louis in a hold up, on Saturday ice by Generals Chaffee and Otis. He tivation, fifteen acres tinder su'gar an average of ..259..:' The world's
night. There are rumors that a lynch- hnd been at West Point since June, beets. Both visitors expected to leave champions also led In
ing will be attempted.
1901.
for Raton tonight.
completing the circuit 701 times.
j
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j
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Rheumatism

UP.

FOR THE OLD AND YOUNG

I have found a tried and tested cure tor Rhen.

Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks
Cloves Leaf

Ferfetto

Festions
Nabisco

and

Not a remedy that will straighten the
rnatism
DANISH CASTLE.
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bony
back
to flesh again. That is impossible.
growths
(By Maurice Francis Esau.)
Hut I can now
kili the pains and pangs of
The young prince dreamed when one this deplorablesurely
disease.
with
In
a Chemist 4n the City of
Germany
loved
he
had died
I found tne last ingredient with
Darmstadt
Tnat in her memory he would make which Dr. Snoop's Rheumatic Remedy
was made
a perfected, dependable prescription. Without
to bloom
that last ingredient, I suc cessfully treated many,
A thousand roses near the little room many cases of Rheumatism; but now. at last, it uniformly cures all curable rases of this heretofore
Where she had lived, close to the much
dreaded disease. Those sand-likgranular
!

A

Satille

Sartoga
Vanilla

WAFERS

WAFERS

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Though gone the

oaken stair,

Winter Grocery
y

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Dr. Shoop's

Rheumatic

today

on

the

And broken Cupids the great terrace

Co.

STRIPLING

Remedy

BURROWS CO.

j

strew
Where Venus stands no more, the! MINOR CITY TOPICS
young Prince .May
Flushes the place with roses every
where:
Denver, Colo., Dec. 20.
The dreams of youth, not plans of
S Weather forecast for New
age, came true.
Mexico:
Snow tonight and
in north portion with
Tuesday
Died in a Wanort Yard Otto
rising temperature.
a homesteader aged 54
died
in
Glass
the
years,
suddenly
Perfumes in many different odors
wagon ward at Xaravisa, Union
at Zook's
j

No. 40

Telephone

gold-bronz- e

Jfc GREAT

mmifms

9

wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood seem todissolve
and pass away under the action of this remedy as
freely as does sugar when added to pure water
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous wastes
freely pass from the system, and the cause of
Rheumatism is gone forever.
There is now no
real need no actual excuse to suffer longer withrecommend
We
confidence
out help.
sell, and in

The king grown old, changed, for a
queenly bride,
His ancient castle, (iobelins gave a
loom
For Fragonard's gay pictures; when
his doom
Struck and he sickened, this was all
his pride;
Yet Time, a friend, remembered. So

Phillapena

WAFERS

f

A TREE

e

chapel's side:

DECEMBER. 20. 1909.

MONDAY,

j
i
j

CAUL AJ9D SEE IFOR YOURSELF

county-D-

ied

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
'8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

C

MANUFACTURER

3. apilZ

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

smoking cigarets near the haystacks.
Arrested for Larceny Says the
Deming Graphic: "Sheriff Stephens
arrested Richard Clun for stealing
ranch clothes and Frank Moses for
being intoxicated and running horses.
.
Both were given 30 days in the

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

Military Institute Instructor Weds

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

VrfoSW

FRANK

F- -

GORMLEY

SANTA FE. N. M.

w

WHOLESALE
AND .RETAIL

bas-tile-

iftn'di..

Ek

Captain Fritz Brueggeman, instructor
at the Xew Mexico military Institute,
and Miss Susalee Rockafellow, were
married at Roswell last week and
have gone on a honeymoon trip to

l jSM

toV feF

3SB

Lump

Yankee;

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg

Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and KindliD,

AVENUE

MONTFZUMA

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

A. T. & S. K. IDepot.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

TRY OUR

Alfa lea
Also Good lot Chickens'
nron

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
"Wholesale and

Retail Dealers in

LEO

HERSCH

J

Grain, Potatoes,

Flour, Hay,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

KSSBS'

DIAMONDS

Jb

Qm

YONTZ WTC"ES

MANUFACTURER OP

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Servio

I

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

!yes
rntaa

UsM

8nd

y up-to- Dale Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

ZOOK HAS

1

SANTA FE,

r

8
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j
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Christmas Choppers
Gifts

useful and ornamental. Our store will be open nights December 18th until December 25th for the convenience of our patrons.

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY.
"

DEAR FRIENDS:
Once more w face the merry Xmas'season with all Its pood time of
Sift Riving, and again the old problem in what appropriate and pleasing
way to remember our friends and relatives, confronts us. It is impossible
in a brief way to mention all the imn.ense features of our Holiday stock
for this year, but know that a!visit to our store will give you- the id a.
anil suggestion you have been looking for In selecting your most, important gifts.
We would, especially call you attentionat this particular time to the
latest styles of percolators chafing dishes, carving sets, aiso a full line
of newest designs in table and miscelaneous cutlery, all of, which make
very usefuls and appeciaties gifts.
-

Alsojremember in planing
your xmas dinner that
we. ihave the famous

!

and a complete line
SAVORY ROASTER" of kitchen
necessities
for the holiday f Mists

Tribune,

Denver.
HelJ for Obtaining Money Under
False Pretenses Murdock Kelly has
been held under $500 bond at Carri-zozLincoln county, on the charge of
obtaining money under false pretenses from the Carrizozo Trading
Company.
Burned Badly While in Camp Mrs.
Pablo Chaves, while pinon gathering
with her friends, had her clothes set
on fire by the camp fire and was
fatally burned. Her husband also received severe bums while trying to
extinguish the flames.
Sue for Commission In the district
court at El Paso, Texas, Mathews
and Dyer have filed suit against L.
M. McCrimmons for $775, alleged to!
be due as commission for selling the
latter's ranch near Anthony, Dona
Ana county, for $15,000.
Accidents at Agricultural College
Artie McDougall had an ankle crushed and Roy Boat an ankle dislocated
while playing football at the Agricultural College at Mesilla Park, and
Ulmer Clayton had a knee thrown out
of joint in a basketball scrimmage.
Aztec Hotel Destroyed By Fire
The Blancett hotel and adjoining
frame building at Aztec, San Juan
county, were destroyed by fire last
The hotel was a two story
week.
brick an dstone structure. The loss
is $2,500 and the insurance $1,500.
Charged With Highway Robbery
Manuel de Acuna of Barelas, has been
placed in jail at Albuquerque on the
charge of highway robbery to which
may be added that of murder, for his
alleged victim is very low from blows
received, while he was being relieved
of $40 in cash.
to Death Samuel
Found Frozen
Metcalf, aged 50 years, was found
dead by the crew of the Cimarron &
Northwestern Railroad, near Cimarron, Colfax county. Metcalf had left
PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Pratt's mill for Cimarron on horseRafor
train
PAZOOIJJTMKNT
to
the
is guaranteed to cure
take
back, there
of Itching, Blind Rleeding or Pro
ton to attend the funeral of his any case Piles
in 6 to 14 days or money re- truding
father-in-law- .
mnaeu. ouc.
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Quality Counts for anything.
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St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
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Studies resumed September 1st.
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News

fo-X-

I

BaKaL

Citizen--

RATON

Screened
Near

at Ripe Old Age Mrs. G. "V.
Wakefield died suddenly of appoplexy
at Aztec, San Juan county, aged 7:1
years. A husband and four daughters
survive her.
Rancher Dies at Roswell J. V.
Wilson, a prominent Texas cattleman,
who has lived at Roswell the past
few years, died last week at the latter city at the age of 63 years.
Miner Succumbs to Pneumonia
Owen McGuirk, aged 28, foreman at
the Jim Fair iron mine at Fierro,
Grant county, succumbed to pneumonia at the Ladies Hospital at Silver
City.
Arrested Deputy
Deputy Sheriff
Sheriff Alfredo Baca, son of Attorney
Elfego Baca, has been arrested at Albuquerque for flourishing a deadly
weapon in a saloon. He was released
on furnishing $200 bond.
Fire Destroyed Alfalfa Bradford
Hardie and John Snyman lost 40
tons of alfalfa and a baler in a fire
on their farm near Berino, Dona Ana
county. The fire was caused by men

a

Pharmacy.
Brick Works at Deming The Deming Brick Company is burning its first
lot of 300,000 brick.
The best savings bank account is
a few lots in the Sunny Slope Addition to Las Cruces, $10 each. See
Mayes & Bean.
Wolves Kill Stock From Magda-len- a
comes word that wolves are doing considerable damage killing sheep
and calves.
Go to Fischer Drug Company's
presents. Their stock is varied
and
enough to please everybody
prices are right.
Caught Bear With Rope Joseph
Jackson, an Otero county cowboy, j
roped a bear in the Sacramentos
while Bruin was slaking his thirst.
Shot Off His Arm Earl Eastbrook
of Malaga, Eddy county, while crossing the Black river, shot off his arm
accidentally with loaded shotgun he
carried in his wagon.
..Suit on $5,000 Note In the district
court, at F!l Pasn T
Pwrf Vmo fiia
suit against J. F. Mitchim for $5,000
on a note. Felix Martinez is one of
the indorsers.
Commercial Club Secretary Resigns
Marcus P. Kelly has resigned as
secretary of the Commercial Club at
Albuquerque. William F. Drogan, formerly city editor of the New Mexican,
but now with the Albuquerque
has been chosen as his
successor.
Schools Closed Until After New
Year The bursting of a water pipe
caused the local schools to be closed
this forenoon. The Christmas holidays being s0 close at hand, the
schools will not reopen until Monday after New Year.
House and Barn Burned A frame
house belonging to William Kennedy
at Roswell, and a barn belonging to
him at Dexter, Chaves county, burned
to the ground within a few hours of
each other.
Funeral of Slyvester Garcia The
funeral of Slyvester Garcia, who died
at Albuquerque of pneumonia, took
He leaves a wife
place yesterday.
and two children. A relative. Rev.
Thomas Harwood officiated at the funeral.
Four Women Intoxicated The El
Paso Herald says that Consuelo
Aguire, Consuelo Garcia, Consuelo
Hernandez and Celia Olarte were arrested on the streets of Juarez on
Saturday for being beastly drunk on
the Calle Comercio.
Canoe Trip Down Rio Grande W.
A. Cameron of Memphis, Tenn., and
E. N. Hobart of Cliton, Ariz., students
at the New Mexico School of Mines at
Socorro, intended to start from Socorro today in a canoe down the Rio
Grande for El Paso, Tex.
Fischer Drug Company have just
received their stock of Xmas candies
and can please you. Call in and see
what they have.
The Union County Poisoning The
Clayton News brings another version
of the Union county poisoning case
as follows: "It is reported that Jose
Miera, a well known young man living southwest of Clayton, was most
foully poisoned and died suddenly Saturday night last of strychnine. It was
put in everything edible about the
house, more than a spoonful of undiluted poison was found in, the milk,
which had been placed in his coffee."
Continued on Pasre Eisrht.)
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sent, and the next issue of that paper business to be controlled exclusively
quoted him in scare headlines as us- by its owners, however much we have
New Mexico Military Institute
ing the phrase "The public be damn- resented or still resent the interfer-jeiicof the public as manifested in
ed!" Mr. Vanderbilt
subsequently
ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
denied having said it. but whether the various governing bodies, it is
Weit Point of the Southwest."
Th
he did or not, and whatever may have after
the public that is master,
Aruiv Oftcers Detailed by War Department
been his provocation, the phrase has and w o must all recognize it. It is,
Arm?
as
exerfor nearly forty years been used
Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
however, still our privilege to
"A."
indicative of the railway man's atti- cise our right as citizens and mem-- j
hers of the body politic to use our eftude toward his patrons.
Through Academic course, preparing young
Many years ago the late George R. forts to guide it. Acknowledging, as
mn for college or for business life. Great
Blanchard. being on the witness stand we must, that the public is
amount of open air work. Heallhlett. location
at. Albany, was asked what was the
the question is, "How may we
of any Ml Iftary School In the Union. Located
correct basis for making freight rates satisfy our masters and thus mitigate
the garden
n the beautiful Pcos Valley
and replied. "What the traffic will our woes and preserve our properties.
of 3,700
an
West
e'evauot
of
at
the
3
spot
bear" a most excellent answer, but
First. We must realize, as
think
feel above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
a most unfortunate one for it has we all do (after a series of very hard
Ittip rain or snow during session.
passed into history as meaning "All knochsi, that the railroads are not
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduthe traffic will bear;" which is a very strictly private property, but subject
to regulation by the public through
different thing.
ates from star dard eastern colleges. Ten
Such things as these, distorted as its regularly constituted authorities.
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
they may have been, conspired to jTluit the government may reduce our
aud modern In all respects.
inflame public opinion, but that is not earnings and increase our expenses
RKOKNTS E. A. Gaboon, President; W
has been sufficiently proved.
all.
Vice President; J. Pheips White,
(. Hamllloa.
It is the custom and the privilege
Second. To meet this situation we
Treasure.-- ; W. M. Atkinson secretary, and W
of men past middle age to be reminis- must endeavor to get in touch with
A Fllyao
cent, and I ask your indulgence for a public opinion.
Perhaps you will
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
1
when
smile
of
that
the events
very brief history
say that for years
'
add ress.
have led us to our present status. My have read every article on railroad
COL IAS. W. WILLIOK,
railroad experience began about forty matters in each of the papers pubSuperintendent
years ago, and the railroad business lished along our ten thousand miles
was then much like any other busi- iof road not an easy task for a busy
ness it had its price list as did the man but while I have wadetl through
merchant; but, like the merchant, it much chaff, I am sure it has result- had its discounts for large shippers ed in some reforms.
Third. The avoidance of action
and for special conditions. and the
discounts were irregular and various. seriously counter to public opinion
The large shippers demanded conces- - except for compelling reasons
sions as a right, and the principle was
Fourth. The disposition to explain.
Tnese celebrated Hot Spring, are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in th
generally admitted.
Naturally, the! these reasons through officers and
world. The efficiency of these waters
result was favoritism, not because the! employes 0f all grades. Generally located In th midst of the Ancient has been
thoroughly tested by tb
e
west
miles
railroads desired especially to favor the loudest criticisms come from Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiraculous cures attested to in tns
one as against another but because those who are not anxious to know 0f xaos, and
fifty miles north of Santa following diseases:
Paralysis. Rheuin tne nature ot tnings secret rates tne truth.
twelve miles from Bar-anc-o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's
about
and
Fe,
could not well be given to everybody.)
Fifth. Efforts lo improve service
Station, on the Denver and Rie Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitlfl
Nobody regarded these secret rates; in many cases without hope of re- Scrofula,
Grande
Railroad, Irom which point a and Mercurial Affections,
But. as ward and for the deliberate purpose
not meet the approbation of the pub-- j as criminal or objectionable.
runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, ail Female Comof
line
daily
stage
discriminations
and
these
of
winning public approval, such as
lie cannot succeed. True, the public time passed
of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathor Class Lessons lis often fooled; true, it "gets off on became more frequent, and greater better stations, improved heating and The temperture
I idiv-idua- l
122
to
90
from
degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
j the
wrong foot'' as often perhaps as there arose a demand from the less lighting devices, better equipment, carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Denver
IN GRAMMAR
Stage meet
com-! better terminal
on the right; true, it has to be guid-'ed- , favored portion of the shipping
facilities, separation
.he entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
and
delightful
very
dry
the
etc.
for
of
all
due
with
legislation forbidding
grades,
regard
RAYMOND HAACKE
controlled, aud at times abruptly munity
This resort is attracround. There is now a commod-lou- c upon request.
(stopped by those authorities which it. discriminations and providing for like- to the rights of those whose money year hotel for the convenience of in- tive
Care New Mexican
at all seasons and is open all
i
strenuwas
we
all.
This
for
are
spending.
has selected for that purpose; yet opportunity
As we do all these things, meet us valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
NOTARY PUB LTC
the fact remains that the government ously opposed by the favored shippers
and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
is the people, that Congress, the leg- and by those railroad men who be- half way. Encourage the habit of not from consumption, cancer,
axe
not
diseases,
contagious
accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 6 p. m., tha
to
a
be purely
pri- rushing into abuse. Try to consider
islatures aud even the courts are lieved the railroad
hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particular
keenly alive to public sentiment and vate institution and not amendable to the facts and the difficulties. This is
of
alkaline salts tm the gallon, being address:
comwas
law
as
to
It
its charges.
for the public interest as well as for
anxious not to stray far from the line
mon enough to hear it seriously ar- ours.
Oppose unnecessary and reof public opinion.
&
Our forefathers recognized the dan- gued that the larger shipper was en- strictive legislation and give its a
view-waciiance.
14-t- t
ger that the majority would not nec- titled to the lower rate. This
Red
Ojo
County. N M
Telephone No
I
be
and
held
Most, of our railroads are mere imby many shippers
be right but might often be
essarily
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
managers. itations of what a railroad should be,
wrong, and sought to provide safe- lieve by mast railroad
and what it must he to keep abreast
guards for the rights of the minority. They argued that the business was
But these safeguards are obviously-growin- like any other business that each in- of the country. Yet even the poorest
less efficient, obviously grow- terest must look out for itself, and serves a useful purpose and cannot
& SON
D. M.
ing weaker, obviously more sensitive that competition between the roads be spared. An eminent authority has
Builders and Contractors
to thai public clamor which for the would prevent rates from being too said that five thousand millions of
dollars would be required to supply
moment stands for public opinion; high.
&
ESTIMATES
PLANS
For myself I may say that. I realized 'the transportation needs of the next
when all safeguards have been
and,
Furnished on short notice
decade, and 1 do not believe it is an
exhausted, it is to public opinion that from an early period that
no
was
at
and
as
to
tion
rates
overestimate. Can private capital be
unjust
at
we
look
must
last.
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
There are two things about which time objected to laws forbidding it. found to that amount unless "public
The interstate commerce law was sentiment'' is willing to assure it of
the public is most critical. One is
TO
in 1S87. It was crude in its return? A portion of the public is
passed
the
a
of
the
newspaper;
management
Doors
Ornamental
cominvolving
other the management of a railroad. provisions and was the result of
clamoring for facilities
In his heart the average citizen be- promises between radicals and con- great additions to expenses, another
lieves that he could operate either his servatives. It sought both to foster j portion for limitation of earnings,
in Will the investor consent to accept
daily newspaper or the railroad pass- competition and to abolish it, and
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargc
ing through his town much better that respect remains still contradict- the risks while strictly limited as to
his return? Since the public may do
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
than it is being operated. He would ory and impossible.
Upon the passage of the. law, that as it will with us and since we are
perhaps hesitate to announce this
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
as per- necessary to the public, we may propopinion, but his attitude is coldly which had been looked upon
of
as
the
and
working
erly call attention to the fact that Payable Throu?aout the United States. Canada. Mexico
critical, and it is to be remembered fectly proper
natural competitive forces became il- railway investments already pay less
that the railroad is all out of doors
and all Foreign Countries.
The railroads than any other line, and to ask what
all out. in the weather; everything is legal and criminal.
about to be exposed in the limelight generally accepted the law and made 's to be done really it is quite as
REMITTANCES
SENT BY
and visible to anybody's naked eye. an honest effort to observe it. The much the public's affair as ours.
Is it certain that the mixture of
There is no human activity the oper- mercantile community did not. Ination of which is attended with so deed they openly defied it, soliciting private ownership and public regula-t'owhich is now prevalent will sucmuch publicity. All our earnings and rebates unblushingly and threatening
are made to perfection from our expenses are published, all our charg- with the loss of their tonnage those ceed? Is it not contrary to all rules
would not succumb. The of political economy and to all the
Lumber) because the1! wood is es and all our methods the subject iroads which Commerce
Commission, teachings of history? Starting as a
Interstate
otheror
and
of regulation, intelligent
perfect in every particular
new to its duties, contented itsell purely private industry it has been apfree from every imperfection of wise.
depropriated in part, and other parts
Many years ago V. K. Vanderbilt, with comparatively unimportant
knots, eracks and warpings
to are apparently to follow. Granting
did
cisions
and
nothing
on
met
was
practically
to
Chicago,
journeying
Every, foot of it is thoroughly the outskirts of the city by an enter- help those railroads which desired whatever may be claimed for the adseisoned, dried and shrunu, so
Riga,
reporter for a daily paper, honestly to carry out the provisions vantages of regulation by government,
it can be absolutely relied upon prising
who boarded the train and forced him- of the law, and, as a result, within do not equity and ordinary commerby carpenters and builders, aid self into the presence of Mr. Vander a year of the passage of the law it cial decency require that such close
archi bilt and his party and demanded was nuite generally disregarded. A restriction and supervision should be
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly news on behalf of "The Public." Prob- ' few railroad men were fined, a few accompanied by some guaranty of rementioa our Lumber in their ably Mr. Vanderbilt, resenting the in- shippers convicted and almost ini- turn?
I h:tve endeavored to sketch briefly
trusion, said something uncompli- meuiately pardoned and the law fellspecifications.
In
in
mentary to the reporter and possibly into disrepute, a condition disgrace- - what should be the attitude of the
to the "Public" he claimed to irepre- - ful alike to the government, the shi,,- railway man as a railway man toward
pers and the roads, and especially dis- - the public. I am sure I voice the sen- tasteful to the latter, but exactly timent of all managing railroad offi-- ;
what was to be expected.
cers when I say that our great desire
The result was the passage of the is to please the public and to give it
Elkins bill and later of the the best possible service for the least,
Hepburn bill, which, while amateur- - possible compensation consistent with
Im fiitfir Avnm
ish and in many ways vicious, have treason. EWsoriminations have long
OF
.effectually stopped the rebate system since passed away and nobody is bet
a result for which we may all be ter pleased than the railroad man
thankful.
that it is so. There is no desire to
In all the controversies that have escape either responsibility or regula!led up to this almost complete con tion. We desire to accord only jusMESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
trol of railroad earnings and railroad tice, and we ask in return only jusOUR MOTTO; To have the Best of Everything In Our Line
by government agencies, the tice. May I now, as a citizen, appeal
A school whose aim is to prepare young men and women policies
railroads have as a rule acted in ac- to the railway employe, to the memopposition. They have not been bers of this association, and to all
tor practical life under modern conditions. Complete tive
some of us were willing other good citizens, to resist to the utunanimous
jTjJL College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical to accept it long before it became a most of their powers the encroachfact, but the majority could see noth- ment of government on private
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and it Household Ecoing in it but disaster. It is too early rights?
to say which was right. Perhaps an
Elbert Hubbard of East Aurora,
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculearlier acceptance of control would New York, recently remarked that
have made the control more lenient; "When God sent, a current of comBlankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
perhaps its earlier acceptance would, mon sense through the universe most
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities on the other hand, have bound the of the reformers wore rubber boots
chains more tightly. But the fact re- and stood on glass." Our troubles are
SANTA FE, It. M.
527 San Franoleee St.
for self support.
mains that, while the basic principle with this class
men
as to rates has who have zeal without knowledge and
of absolute
For Catalogue and further information, address the President1" been acceptedequality
by the railroads gladly enthusiasm without sanity. These we
and in all good faith and they have may not reach, but the great mass of
also accepted the principle of govern- the solid and substantial citizenship
ment regulation, the scars of the con- may perhaps be induced to stop and
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
flict remain and a large section of consider whither we are drifting and
the public still suspects and misjudg- whether this greatest o all the coun- es us. It is true, of course, that in try's industries is being fairly treated, j
the rapid development of our business
Leads to Another
Drunkenness
of the finest
and in the exigencies of a most exEl Paso Herald: i
Murder
the
been
have
Says
acting profession there
abuses and lapses, but I am here to "Following a protracted spree and
ALL OP THE VERY
maintain that the standards of fair quarrel which continued throughout
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
dealing and commercial honesty in the night, Jose Perez, who came to
LATEST AND NETVdiST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
&
our business have been as high as in El Paso last night from Arena, N. M.,
.
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
any other, and I appeal to you who sit plunged a butcher knife into the heart
Phone Red 139
310 San Francisco St.
around this table to say if it be not so. of another Mexican, named Gregorio
But, whenever sins may be laid at Navarette, and then attempted to kill
& Saiile Horses
Sumes, Sinile
our door, however much we may have Mrs. Rita Marshall, who was living
once believed that ours was a private there.'

Notice for Publication.
THE RAILROADS AND
PUBLIC APPROVAL.
Small Holding Claim No. 1S95.
Serial "12050. Not Coal Land.
Address By President E. P. Ripley
Department of the Interior,
of the 'Santa Fe System at
I'niu-- Stales Land Office.
New York.
Santa Ke. X. M., Nov. 13, 1909.
over which I had no
Circumstances
Notice is hereby given that the fol- - control caused me to be born with a
lowing named claimant has filed no-- ' (distinct inability to ttynk cons.-n- f
rice of his intention to make final tively. or talk coherently, in a stand-proo- f
in support of his claim under jing position and before an audience.
lions It; and 17 of the act of March
Seated on the small of my back
' ISM (26 Stats., 854), as amended with my feet on the desi, sometimes
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27; think I am thinking, but when I get
Stats.. 470, and that said proof will before an audience I am like the lithe made before Register or Receiver tie steamer plying on the Sangamon
I:. ! land office, Santa, Fe, X. M., on',-ivet
boiler and a
that had a
December 22, 1909, viz. Pedro Padilla twelve-foo- t
whistle when she whist- f Cerrillos. X. M., for tne small holdiet she stopped. But my weakness.
ng claim Xo. 189G, Sees. 9 and 16, T. or rather one of my weaknesses, is
lo X., R. S E., of the . M. P. M.
susceptibility lo flattery; and when
'
He names the following witnesses one of your officers represented in
of
o prove his actual continuous adverse honeyed phrase the importance
im- stress
the
said
tract
of
for
upon
'your
twenty
particular
possession
something. I
i ears next preceding the survey of the j portance of my saying
1
know the result
j weakly
yielded.
jwnship, viz.:
appointing, but the respon- Martin Baca. Jesus M. Romero, Jose wil1 be
onl-is
'iartly mim'' :ini1 vo;
siljilit'
!
Ciena-and Cosine Baca, all of
radilla
men get so little
railroad
we
know
j
NM
ya
wnen property aanunis- that
,i
flattery
Any person who desires to protest tered the result is intoxicating.
gainst the allowance of said proof,
Also let me state in extenuation of
or who knows of any substantial reathe
crime I am about, to commit that
son under the laws and regulations of
the subject was not of my own selec- v.
tion, but was chosen tor me. .My nat- , ,.l...,J ..A
a L
uu u
t uui miuu.u
""Ural
disposition in discussing rail- given an opportunity at the above ,
pubUc js w growli whUe
if I understand your officers' wishes
j
examine the witnesses of said claim I am here
expected to "purr."
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
But while a better man might, have
of that submitted by claimant.
been selected to say it, there is much
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to be said as to the railroads and pub- Register. lie opinion.
In this country the people rule
and in the long run that system, that
method or that personality lhat does
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public, until recently, has not been
aware of the great industrial possibilR. J. PfiLEN, Prtsidar.L
ities and marvelous natural resources
J. H. VAUGHK, Cashier.
of this empire of the southwest.'
L. A. HUGHES,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
J. B. READ, Assistant Cashier.
"New Mexico has a population of
FRANK P. STURGES- PAUL A. F. WALTER
more than that of any other
m
mam
Editor and President.
at the time of admission,
states
the
of
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureg
'excepting Oklahoma, and more than
states.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Sauta Fe Postofflce.
the
of
of
several
present
that
have come into the terSANTA
J3.75 Fully 2011,000
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
states cast and north
the
from
ritory
25
week
carrier.
by
Daily per
2 00
during the past ten years. These peo75
in
Daily, per month, by earner
The Oldest Banking
m
1.00
Bis
me
months
uui
nsina
65 Weekly,
pie enjoyed
Daily, per month, by mail
in
1370
so
New
Mexico.
that,
75 ship in their home states,
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
their fitness for statehood in New
Mexico should not be questioned.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
"The present taxable wealth of the
The New Mexican is the oldest Lewspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to turitorv is more than sufficient to
every postoffica in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation maintain a state government without
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
burdening the taxpayers. The permanmong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
nent resources, mineral wealth, soils
and forests, are almost boundless and
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Humboldt
untouched.
practically
in all markets for its customer.
stocks
Buys and sells
Mexyears ago prophesied that New
and
domestic
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
some day was destined to become
that have been bestowed upon it by ico
JUSTICE TO SANTA FE.
of the world. The
of
to
all
storehouse
the
money
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
old
Last week', at Topeka, Kan., the legislatures at Santa Fe, this to actual wealth of the territory amounts i as are
by
given
any money transmiting agency public or
much
as
town should have
coming
to an average of about $700 per capbusiness men' .tendered a banquet and it as
allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
Interest
Topeka, even if one forgets the
private.
and the territorial debt to lefcs
presented a loving- cup to President grievous injustice perpetrated upon it ita, $3
on six months' or years' time. Liberal
cent
valr
annum,
per
per
than
per capita. The assessed
E. P. Ripley' of the Santa Fe system. by the builders of the road after their
twenis
than
less
on
advances
made
$00,000,000,
nation,
consignments of livestock and products.
Around the banquet, board were gath- - representative had packed the railof the actual valuation.
cent
per
ty
all
orders of its patrons in the banking tine,
The bank executes
road aid bonds in his grip, scooted
ered a number of" high Santa Fe of- - out
lias a compulsory educaof town on the first train, and The territory
c and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
in
the
of public
ficials. some of them veterans
thereafter forgot all about the prom- tion law, a splendid system
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound hankischools,
normal
service, who recalled the early days ises
universities,
schools,
and pledges made before the
e ing.
of the great railroad. It was a dea military institute, a school of mines,
Safety deposit boxes lior reat. The patronage of the
bonds were voted.
served tribute to President Ripley,
colleges and academies maintained by
who in those early days referred to
churches. Governor Curry continues:
HARwas not a Santa Fe employe or official AS YE CULTIVATE SO THE
"'Homesteads have been taken up
VEST SHALL BE.
and therefore, presumably, not so well
in New Mexico during the past three
Professor Campbell, the father of
acquainted with the inside history of
years at the rate of 20.000 a year.
those struggles way back in the sev- scientific farming, will soon visit New There are under cultivation about
enties and even the early eighties, Mexico to make public addresses.
acres, and about 500,000 acres
when the Santa Fe began extending These will add much to the interest are under irrigation, all producing anacross New Mexico. In the course which is felt in the subject, although nually $(i0,000,000. Our public domain
already reaches covers 45,000.000 acres, and the water
of his address, President Ripley said: Professor Campbell
in
thousands
the Southwest
many
favwant
to increase the
"The Santa Fe does not
What he supply is sufficientarea four times at
ors. It wants nothing but justice. We through his publications.
irngated
has accomplished, in arousing public
Iiri- have given Kansas and Topeka a rail- interest,
is indicated by the news that least for industrial enterprises.
the
bu.lt
road that they are not ashamed of.
are
in
being
sation systems
WILLIAM. VAUGHN PROP,
the Santa Fe svstem has
We feel that we should be accorded Professor J. D. Tinslev who engaged
and
both
private
public
has re- territory by
justice from the state of Kansas and siuned his position as soil physicist capital at a cost of millions of dollars,
One
in
other states. 1 hoye that when the with the New Mexico College of Agri- - The Elephant Butte dam, built by the
Cuisine and
smoke of battle clears away and the culture and Mechanic Arts, in order federal government in- the southern
Large Sample
Table Service
Room for Compeople view the economic questions to undertake the- work, to preach the part of the terriory. is under actual
will
more clearly things will go on for the gospel of scientific
finished
when
and
Unexcelled
mercial Travelers
this
in
construction,
farming
better.
Territory so that, millions of acres be the largest storage reservoir in the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
"That wc have always received jus- tributary to the Santa Fe system world; it will reclaim about 200,000
WASHINGTON AVENUE
tice is needless to say. But I think might produceProfessor acres of land.
crops.
'
that the skies are clearing. We are Campbell in a recent address spoke
'Agriculture may be specified as
now borrowing money on the strength especially to the farmers of New
the n)ain resource of New Mexico, and
of the people according us just treat- Mexico when he said:
the gtock imlustry comes next as aj t
-"
n
AMERICAN AND
ment in the future.
"But there are still mistakes being wealth producer. There are over 5,- EUROPEAN PLAN
"I have here some statistics which made and hopeful workers are meet- - 000,000
sheep upon vour ranges, which
of
interest.
may prove
ing with disappointment now as in
produced $3,500,000 worth of
"The employes of the Atchison, the past, only because they don't woo year
ana
2,000,000 muttons. We have
Topeka & Santa F- R'lihvny Company know how. There are regions in the ai)0Ut 1,000,000 cattle, valued at $20,- in Topeka in the general offices num- Southwest where as the results of 000,000; about 200,000 goats and 500,- ber 1,500, while those in the shops, the drouth hundreds of families have 000 horses and mules. From this it
w
""S&SP-nSfpurchasing departmen7, station, etc., moved away; but in that same region is plain that our stock industry alone 1! ,'3M!HHM?
aggregate 2,950, making a total of there are farms on which good crops can support a large population and
pjpg
Failure and suc- - state government. The mines of the
4,000; the total pay roll for a single have been secured.
month is $245,000; the number of pay cess lie side by side. I would there- territory though scarcely touched in
LACOME
checks issued in the treasury depart- fore warn against assuming that it the way of development, produce $7,f
ment at Topeka each month num- is easy. Men1 must learn and learn 000,000 annually. The annual coal
i
I.
well before they can succeed. Old
Prop rietor
ber 35,000."
production amounts to about $3,000,4
half
hearted
of
and
investigation
When President. Ripley speaks
appli' 000, while our coal fields cover 1,000,-00justice some of the old timers should cation of all branches of study and
acres. Gold, silver, copper, zinc,
Commodious Sample Room
tell him that the Santa Fe system has research has always brought sure t.nrnuoise. cement, lead, lime, clay.
not done this old city justice. It is failure. Some who have tried very iron and other minerals are mined in
Long Distance Telephone Station.
hard to sret results in scientific snil
true, that of late, the system is adver- culture
JIexico'ew
have failed because they have
tising the city as it never did before;
'We have 3,000 miles of railroad,
kept their' thoughts riveted on cer
that it has huilt here a beautiful little tain
at $100,000,000 Our climate is
valued
mechanical
have
Steam Heated: Electric
and
processes
local
business
is
giving
depot; that it
FIRST CLASS CAFE
renowed.'
world
not
to
consideration
the
given
enough
Room
men good service and has stationed
Every
Lighted,
involved, therefore have
IN CONNECTION r
"That President Taft was impressed
here courteous employes, but if jus- principles
Good One,
a
never
true
the
foundation
in
grasped
and
wjth the marvelous growth
tice were done, then this city which
the
condition. opment of the territory on his recent
gave the system its famous name Others, for right physical
FBES8 TFE BUTTON WE DO THE REST,
instance, have fallen short trip through the region was evident
would have those 4,000 employes of because
have not watched the from his reCommendation in his an- they
which Mr. Ripley boasted at Topeka; iirr litinn nf kn ,ni1
on jubi 1.au.il
wu.wuu ut
uie
ueneain il..
mpssa!,p that it be admitted to
it would have that monthly railroad mulch. So uib
long- as the top of the
with Arizona. Undoubtedly
statehood
dolpay roll of a quarter of a million
compact soil is moist the conditions statehood wil add
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
when
greatly to the
that
was
understood
it
for
lars,
are all right, but dryness of this top
of
the
territory and,, as Gov- Santa Fe county bonded itself to the indicates that trouble is near at hand growth
extent of its financial ability to help and the cultivator should be applied. ernor Curry says, 'be an inestimable
the Santa Fe railway build into the It is in these apparently little but all boon' to all of its interests."
HOTEX
territorial capital, that it would be important matters that success lies,
the headquarters for the system, and it is when these many seemingly
IN PRAISE OF JUDGE POPE.
would have the offices, would have the little things are well understood that
They think a whole lot of Judge
E"lret Class Kaeta-vi.is.sa- t
In.
shops, would have all the good things the general average yield of all our W. II.
to
soon
be
chief
RATES
50c
and
G.
justice,
LUPE
HERRERA Prop,
Pope,
up
to
farms will be doubled in good years
that the Santa Fe has since given
OPEN Day & Night
in the Pecos Valley and they are
New Mexico- Santa
Fe
to
to
to
Clovis,
when
as
and
such
vears
Albuquerque,
Topeka,
drouthv
him
to
nlace
loath
other
t0
let
any
g0
San Bernardino, to Chicago. But what have prevailed in the southwest and
has been Santa Fe's actual reward? may again occur in any part of the to make headquarters. Says the
For the past quarter of a century or
country the results will publican Pecos Valley News:
- heen noted
more Santa Fe county , has suffered cease to discourage or terrify the set-- ,
Pone has ,
from "the grievous financial 'burden it' tiers. therefore I commend to you
First Class
for his wisdom, but he. never dis- Tloroililj Up -To -Dale
assumed for the sake of .the Santa Fe thte "motto: As ye cultivate so shall
played 'Solomon's Cnoice' more sig- system; has been sidetracked- -' oh ;a; the harvest be.
man
"The
who
litundertakes
a
for
to
farming
branch line; has had
nally than when he declined to enter
beg
tle depot, for a decent car on the in regions where rainfall is scanty the race for governor of the Territory
CORNER 00N GASPAR AND WATER STREET
:
branch line; had to be grateful for the should remember that the dry years of New Mexico.
The Judge was quick
of
the
will
return.
The
climate
past
few crumbs that fell to it, while if
Hot and told Water Spacious Sample Rooms
Steam Heat
realize that the glories of the
railroad corporations were as con- has not changed. He should study dry-.1Room
In
For
tran-tha- t
Commercial
Electric Light,
Travelers
the
Every
are
of
mind."
in
and
bear
closely,
ernorship
Territory
scientious ?.s the average business
he will need more land for dryi sient, and attended with numerous
Batbs.
man is expected to be, President
farming than for agriculture in the heartaches and almost certain 'shelv-morwould
made
have
that
Topeka
Ripley
humid regions.
He should ex- ,
at the end- - 0n the other hand-era- l
speech at Santa Fe.
to
the
climate
and outgen-i-ln- g
beat,
pect
It is too late to mend the injustice
and in all probability a
a
judgeship,
not
and
to change it. If he
it,
inflicted by predecessors of Mr. Ripley
the business with such a chief judgeship, is enduring and
into
goes'
and his fellow officials.; As the New
and uses his head all satisfying. Judge Pope chose well
Mexican has repeatedly said, the
.
the time from the dayJ. he begins
to and
Santa Fe is of late doing well by this look tor a location until he ,6
wisely in this case and now if he
has
got
.
to
.
content
.
is
,,
remain in this judicial
f
city. But it could help to atone still
HERE IS A VERY EXCEPTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
district, where he is well known and
more for the injustice done this city
routine, there is no reason why he
a quarter of a century and more ago. should not do well. But if he relies appreciated, a successful future is asEVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
sured him. Judge Pope and the PeIt could give substantial aid to the on the plow as a
rather cos
;
"
'soul'
are
affinities.'
valley
building of the much needed Hotel than on the harrow as a
Thf Tlpmnnpotin TncTV11 Fiailv Dim."
" ..V," .
DeVargas. It could direct tourist er, he may look to leave the new farm'
travel to this ancient, interesting city feeling as did the former tenant of
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
as it directs it to Los Angeles and a western pioneer shack, who left for1 "The Record desires to commend
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fiji
in
action
committhe
of
Judge Pope
the Grand Canon. Mr. Ripley is a the next coiner a sign reading: 'Forman who loves justice; he has said so ty miles to a railroad. Twenty miles ting to jail a saloon keeper previousconvicted of violation of the saloon
Excellent Assortments of
himself, and he pleads for it for his to a- postofflce. Two hundred feet ly
Don't
for alleged 'repetitions of his oflaws,
in
Topeka and in Kansas, down to water, and a day's drive on fense. Such
company
Fa'.l
actions not only tend to
Many
Burned Leather Goods
where he has not been getting it. If the level. Gone home to live with my
to
but al- of
the
the
other
city,
protect
youth
wife's
folks. God bless oui home!'
it is in his power, the New Mexican
'
Burned Wooden Placques
so uphold the majesty of the law.
Call
articles
is certain, that if the facts of history
ill Kinds of Drawn Work
and
Judge Pope s action will be general
that
NEW MEXICO IS READY.
and the claims of the Santa Fe of toly commended."
Pillows
leather
attract
Tops
Under this heading,-t- he
Inspect
day are presented to him by impartial
Ottawa,
men who know and who remember, New York, Dispatch, quotes Leslie's
As might have been expected,
the
that he. will strive to wipe out the Weekly and says:
Democrats Tia.ve decided to nnnnsu
"Governor Curry of New Mexico., the ; Mann bill in .
injustice which has relegated iSanta
Congress . which
Fe to the rank of a village when it marshals convincing facts and argu aims to stamp out the white slave
would have had the place now occu- ments to prove that his territory traffic in the United
States. The
Proprietor
In an article votes from the , brothels in New
pied by Denver, if' the Santa Fe had should have statehood.
stood by its bargain,' In the light of in Leslie's Weekly he asserts that the York, Buffalo, Denver and other large
301-30- 3
San Francisco St.
Santa Fe, N, M.
the grief that has'come to the Santa causes of the failure of the state- Democratic cities is too valuable to
Fe from the legislatures at Topeka, at hood movement thus far have heen he alienated by any considerations of
Austin and at Guthrie, and the favors largely political, while the American the public welfare.'
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW,

!

Vice-Preside-

lie ri rs t

r.

OF

litaaal

Ian k

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe

New Mexico

FE.

...

Institution
Established

Capital Stock,
$150,000
Undivided
and
Profits, 75,000
Surplus

j

i

E

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

PALACE HOTEL

Pent

of the Best Hotels

the West

-

E. C. ABBOTT,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Practice in the District and Supreme Coarts. Fronipt and caretU
attention given 10 all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
CHARLES

r.

EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor Ceneral)
Attorney-at-Law- .

Land and Mining business a specialty.
Santa Fa
New Mexico
CATRON & CATRON,

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

.

Counellor-at-Law-

Catron Block.
New Mexlc

G. VOLNEY HOWARD,

Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
Speaks

Spanish.

'Phone

192 Black.

Rooms IS and

Laughlin Block

19,

Santa Fe, N.

M.

RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davie,

A. B. Renehan,

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa F
New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD,

.Attorney and Counsel
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to casea
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office; Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial .District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexico

-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

j

Attorneys-at-Law-

j

j

WILLIAM McKEAN,

a-

tgi

HOTEL

'ZEk-m'-

0

Attorney-at-Law-

C033-33-00101-

ail

;

HOTEL MODERN

-

g

0

,

e

.

rain-make-

r,

rain-conser-

'

CHRISTMAS1

-

i

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO

.

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberts,

Jesae

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

....

Practices in the Supreme and

Dis-

trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
Socorro

New Mexico

GEORGE w. BARBER,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.

Lincoln County

--

.

Nevr Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE,

devel-securin- g

HE CORONADO

.

Practio in the District Courts at
well as before the Supreme Court of
tbe Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, In
Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

e

Offices.

Las Cruces

New Mexio

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
- - L- - Cruces
New Mexlo
Eastern and local bank references.
H.
U.

a.UTNAM,

8. Court Commissioner and
Conveyarcer.

LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ents asking informatioa
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
.
Texioo
New Mexico
?
--

'R. W. WITTMAN, '
Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file
U. S.. Surveyor General's. Office.
.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
.

NEEL & COOPER,
., Robt. L. Cooper.

Geo. M. Neel.

Graduate Irrigation Engineers,
plans, maps, estimates,
construction, water supply and duly.
Office:
East Side of Plaza. Santa Fe.
Surveys,

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
. Santa Fe
.
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
The seals and record book? for nopublic for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing Company; Santa Fe.' New Mexico.
It is an admitted acv tnat real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and. best results a. a
obtained by advertising In ' the New
Mexican.

taries

The New- - Mexian can tiio; printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn put,' ' Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. "TJe
have all the' facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west

BOY
THE 15 YEAR beOLD
a business

PERSONAL MENTION

aian,
tea years,
If you have a son, it is your duty to train him in
busiaess methods, o give him the benefit of your

of today, will, in

ousiaess experience.
See thai he has a bank account while he is eroAv
in g Up. There is no other one thing thai will give
hi ai a more proper insight and conception of
business than havirg his own baLk account.
ONE DOLLAR "WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

--

k

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST

Santa Fe, 8.

$50,000'

CO
.M.

j

DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN FLICK

OFFICERS
FLICK, President.

G. FRANKLIN
W. S. DAVIS,

W. S. DAVIS.

Cashiei.

J.

GRIFflN, Asst. Cashier.

W. E.

B. LAMY

Ft, H.

HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER
ES3SS3SQ

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Assurance

Rational Life

The Colorado

Cacapany

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
h

h

Santa

F.

BeRGERE. Manager for Mew Mexico.
Catron Block

N. M.

INSURANCE SURETY

BONTD3

ESTATE

REAL

LOANS

O

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

IN 1882

ESTABLISHED

We represent the BEST of the "OLD
LINE" Companies; if you want the BEST
Insurance, let us write it for you.
(PR AAA to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate.
tJWtUUu Some fine propositions in fruit and
alfalfa ranches. By dealing with us, you
are assured of a ''Square Deal"
Santa. X"e, IT.
113 San. rraasisco St.
Fh.ooe Bed IS 9

J

NOW IS THE HML

To have that SUIT cle ined, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it )
for fall wear.
We will caarge j pjjQfjT
.

The Goldberg
203

PHONE

and Pressing Establishment

Cleaning

208 WEST

BLACK

PALAOK AVE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

Does a general ABSTRACT

,

REAL E STATE and INSU RAKCE busines

loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
ton Ann fifl to
:
:
at iow rate of Inter
$U,UUU.UU

WOODY'S HACK LINE

THE
SWITZERLAND

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.,

OF AMERICA

THE VALLEY RANCH
ls

,

Afamons old Spanish Land Grant
beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
level and surro'inded, by pine and
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
In the year such as no disease germ
can live in. The greatest health giving country In the world. 26imiles
east of Santa Fe.
'

'

Splendid trout fishing irt Summer and all kinds, of hunting,
HORSEBACK
riding TENNIS

"'' etc,

03 and $12 00 per week
JtdluS Saddle Horses, $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.

Dotno

$1

Write today for Illustrated pamph et
and all. Information
J. F.MILLER Mgr.YalleyRancHH.M,

A.

Probst, merchant at

Abi-quii-

LU:

I

Pi

Aw

seers registered at the Palace.
Superintendent of the Penitentiary
James W. Raynolds has returned
from a business trip to Chicago.
A Larson and R. Pampier of Lead,
S. D., are in town seeing the sights.
They are registered at the Claire.
Arnold Treuhold. a New York trav
eling salesman, is in town selling la
dies' furnishings. He is registered at
the Palace.
Attorney C. F. Hortenstein of
Springer, Colfax county, is in town
on irrigation business. He is a guest
at the Claire.
E. C. Drvburgh, a traveling man
from San Francisco, is in town calling on the merchants. He is stopping
at the Palace.
Miss E. Williams and Miss O. Williams of St. Louis, are among the
guests at the Claire. They are on a

able legal business.

1. Bradford Prince
to attend a meetRito
El
to
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday has gone
of trustees of the,
board
of
the
ing
Returns Thurbday nd Friday, Spanish-Americanoramal school. Dr.
AGENCY" at O. K. Barber Shop
J. H. Sloan was unable to attend ow-F. O. BROWN,
Phone No 23 j ing to the press of profession busi'
:
ness.
Red
Agent.

III

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
;TTn.a.ertalcra

and

SAN
.

ST.
FE N. M.

Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister Rugs. Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of, other Appropriate Articles.
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Fine Opportunity For

Xmas

Selections
NOW AT VKKV
LOW l'RlUHb.

SM iTWJ
AI-s- o

Ostrich

Doylies,

m

Fibbons

Plumes,

Coming Christmas

A

Cushion Tops. Fur Bands

for Hats.

This of all seasons make matkind more charitable
one to another. The
cf clipprful givirjg is reall
ia
civilized
lands
at Yuletide.
cognized
Choose early if you; would choose wisely

ADIES Fancy Collars, Back Combs

and Embroidery Materials.

MISS A. MOGLER.
Southeast C rner Plaza.

Judge John R. McFie returned last
evening to Estancia, having come up
on Saturday to attend the Princess
Bonnie performance.
Judge McFie
expects that court will continue for
two or three more weeks. Estancia
valley people are rejoicing over an
ample fall of snow he reports.
"Frank Hubbell, one of the largest
and most successful sheep raisers in
Socorro county, is in the city this
week. He has purchased several lots
near the stock yards, where he will
begin the erection soon of houses,
"barns and corrals for his use in his
line of business. He has placed an
order with . the

We luve a splendid array cf servicible things to
pit k f roin. You can find htre many suggestions, a

lew of which are mentioned below.

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

For the Baby

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Books, English baby

Youngsters

Go-cart-

the-Youn-

g

Man

etc.

For

Mosher Long Camonas, Handmade work

FOP

FflthPr

baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
fancy china, I able linen etc.
Pipe8 Ci&ar humidores, Felt
pers, A Victor or Edison Phono- graph'will amuse the whole family

A THOUSAND. OTHER VALUABLE AND
INTERESTING THINGS TOifeELECT FROM

W. N. TOWNSEND

CO.

&

THE RACKET STORE.
Christinas

Gift

drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slippers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras', Shaving
Smokers
sets,
sets. Night robes,
Pajamas etc.

Young Lady

For

s

Hand bags, Music rols, Fur set,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

For the

h

Specialities

DON'T FORGET THE
Candies and Nuts

for the children's stockings
OUR LINE OF
Package Candles, Bulk Candies Nuts, Table Raisins! Paek-- ;
age Crackers, Package Wafers
Christmas Candies is complete

WE HAVE
Christmas Candles in
all sizes and Colors

Fancy Shelled Walnuts
"
Almonds
"
"
Pecans
11

FANCY CITRON ORANGE
PEEL DATES FIGS

& LEMON

etc.

Christmas Presents
We have now in stock and are every day
receiving gooas for Christmas.
We havo an elegant line of gentlemen's
ties, hose at.d hose supporters, mnfflers
etc.
For ladies an elegant line of plumes, rib.
bons neckwear, handkei chiefs, hoi-e- fell
ktods of fancy articles, embroidery patterns royal flosses and filo, dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
We cordially invite every one to call and
look over our stock and we feel ture we can
please you.
.

,

-

.,

EiM.T5alj3Q.9r9

pedal Xmas Par sains In

.vTTkl'

:

.'-.-

We
at
of fancy hand painted plates, cups
and
saucers, fruit bowls, suar bowls, cream pitcaers, toilet
LISTEN !!!
bottles, VEses and other aricles too numerous too mention.
also have a tail stc of s kites, toy wigons, toy tool cibinets, parcolotors,
watches, carviD sets, nut sets, silver ware, revolver.-- , football and baseball
sroods aid evpry thinr in chairs and furniture of all kiuds.

n

IF YOU WANT TO GET
WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO

I

WANTS
CHRISTMAS
are selling cost our line

ace.

$5.00

For Best Laundry Work

V

WE ARE PREPARED TO HANDLE YOUR

S.

y

mm

Hp

e

sightseeing trip.
President McQueen Gray of the
Xew Mexico University at Albuquerque, has gone to Carlsbad to spend
the Christmas holidays.
The family of Census Clerk Clement Hightower has arrived in Santa
Fe and has taken possession of the
Company for a car load of windmills,
Fink cottage on Galisteo street.
well pipe and casing." Magdalena
Mrs. M. H. Patterson and Mrs. R. Xews.
H. Byrd left this morning for their
home at Oklahoma
City to spend
Christmas in the family circle.
John W, Kirkpatrick, superintendent of the territorial reform school
H.
KAUNE & GO- at Springer, Colfax county, was a
office
executive
at
today.
the
caller
Amos Hedricks, forest service man
THE LEADING
from the Gallinas planting station
near Las Vegas, is in town on official
business. He is quartered at the Pal-

;

FARE

.

i,

Rio Arriba county, is a guest at
:
'
the Claire.
J. P. Snyder of Wayne, Iich., is
here on a sightseeing trip. He is a
guest at the Claire.
Joshua Hill and wife of Pontiac,
Mich., are among the sightseers quartered at the Palace.
J. C. McXaught of Kingfisher, Oklahoma, is among the sightseers quartered at the Claire.
Editor P. A. Speckman from
Torrance county, is in town
stopping at the Claire.
Fred H. West, a traveling man from
St. Louis, is among the guests stopping at the Claire.
Amado Chaves of Albuquerque, for
merly of this city, has returned from
a trip to Mexico.
A. Singer of Albuquerque, is m
town selling dry goods. He is quartered at the Claire.
Hon. Charles A. Sp'iess, president of
the legislative council, came over
from Las Vegas yesterday.
Thomas E. Hunter, a hardware
salesman from Wichita, Kansas, is
stopping at. the Claire.
W. H. Hayward, of Albuquerque, is
in town representing a soap company.
He is a guest at the Palace.
W. R. E. Lee and wife from Roosevelt, Arizona, are among the sight-

of Springer, interC. E.:
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of ested in Hartley
works in Colfax
irrigation
the north bound, train and arries at county, is in Santa Fe consulting
Taos .at 7 p. m.
with Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Ten miles shorter than any other Sullivan.
.
Good convenient hack and
way.
Las Cruces; formerly
Ed
of,
Ehle,
good teams. ,. :
K
nf this cftv. arrived in town yester- Tliiaagr dena to Ikialro Fas
'day afternoon and will remain sever1
eaug-aConafbrtsible.
al days selling town lots near Las
Bound
He is stopping at the Claire.
Cruces.
Trip
District Attorney Alexander Read
of Tierra Amarilla, Rio 'Arriba county;
LAUNDRY came up from Estancia on Sunday to
spend the day and last evening returned to Estancia where he has consider-

CHRISTMAS TIME IS BUflHG

,

3

-

or

-

Becker-Mactavis-

INCORPORATE 1
Cation Block. Santa.'Fe, N. M.
(

19

--

.lames K. Hunt, former sheriff of'
Colfax county, is in the captial from
Raton.
B. IS. Cargo of IxJi ain, O., is in town
He is registered at the
sightseeing.
;
Claire.
). 1.. King of Los Angeles, is stopping at the Claii'e. He is on a sight..
seeing trip.

fail

N. B. LAUGHLIN

SANTA FE. X. M.

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Colonel G. W. Prichard has gone to
Estancia to attend court.
Judge M. C. Meehem of Socorro,
spent ypsierday at Albuquerque.
.1. S. Gay,
a hardware salesman
from Denver, is registered at the Palace.
H. S. Arnold is in from his ranch
on the Pecos. He is a guest at the
Claire.
.1. A. .Johnson of Denver, is in town
Ho is a guest at the
sightseeing.
Claire.
"Y. A. Huck. the oil man from Denver, came in Saturday night from

1
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La Moda Millinery
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Railway
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
N

Miles From
l)c Moines

1,

I'AILY
00
13 12
10 35
10 50
11 06
11 20
l 5
12 20
2 45
1 30

50
4 15
4 46
4 55
6 50
6 16
6 35
7 08
i. 10
7. 23
7. 45

a.
a.
a,
a.
a.
a.
a.
p.
p.
o.
p.
p.
p
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

m.
in.
m.
ill.

m
m
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m,
m.
m.
m.
m.

0
14
11

U
20

Miles From

STATIONS.
Lv. Des Molnt-8.- ;
" Kumaldo.
" Dedman,
" Oapulln

Raton

N;.,M-

'J

41

" Ounnlnghain
LMfton House Junction "

U

Arr
Lv.

4
58
58

RATON N M'
(Jllfton House Junction! "
Preston
;"

0

21
20
SI

Koehler J not.

41

Oerrososo
CIMARRON

15
35
66
30
55

m'
p. m'
p. ill
p. nv

pm
p.

a.
a.
a.
25 a.
50 a.
40 a.
25 a.
00 a.

J?g!b Lamp

m-1-

Once a Rayo user, always one
If Not at Yours. Write tor
Everywhere.
bescriptive Circular to the Nearest Agency of the
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)

Everv Dealer

ra-

m.
in--

STAY-CURE-

cures.
Santa Fe people testify.
Here's one case of it:
Eusebio Escudero, 10C Griffin street,
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "In 1902 I
used Doan's Kidney Pills and derived
so much benefit that I gladly recommend them in a public statement.
For two or three years I suffered
from backache and kidney complaint.
There was a retention of the kidney
secretions and other difficulties which
gave evidence that my kidneys were
very weak. My attention was finally
called to Doan's Kidney Pills and I
procured a box at Stripling, Burrows
& Co.'s drug store.
They promptly
lelieved the pain in
back,
my
strengthened my kidneys and removed
every symptom of my trouble. On a
few occasions since then I have had
need of a kidney medicine and I am
glad to say that at such times I have
used Doans' Kidney Pills with the
greatest benefit."
For sale by all dealers. Price SO
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Baca. Mr. H. C.
Blackwell, Mr. Ollie.
Cameron, Mr. A.
Cameron, Mr. Dan.
Casaus, Mr. Jacobo M.
Contreras, Sr., Abran.
Cook, Mrs.
Erman. Prudencia.
Gallegos, Mrs. Martin.
Garcia, Miss Domitila.
Garcia, Miss Virginia.
Gomez, Mr. Raniou.
Goodrich, Mr. C.
Harris, Mrs. Ruth.
Hays, Mrs. Jessie.

low-pric-

06 p.
40 a. ra06 a' ra-

15
15
9 43

tio

in

p. m

CURED TO

M-- ,

air-tub-

26 p.

12 25

il
il

m

p. til.

56 p.

2 30

7
11

OoUax

77

6
4
4
4
g
8
2

Arr.

Kohler

68

6 80 p.

17

Lv

No 2

46

4
18

Thompson

i

LETTER LIST.

DECEMBER, 20, 1909.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N. How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Comfor the week ending Dec. IS, 1903.
plete Freedom From Kidney
If not called for within two weeks
Troubles.
If you suffer from backache
they will be sent to the dead lettei
office at Washington:
From urinary disorders
From any disease of the kidneys,
B.
Lola
Abil,
Be cured to stay cured.
Alrie, Jr., Mr. Pete.
Doan's Kidney Pills make lasting
Anaya, Mr. Crecencio.

A briirht and steady light depends upon the
construction of the lamp.
The hest skill has put forth its best effort in
perfecting the Kayo Lamp.
As the air is fed to the flame so does the light
current of air through
hum. The
e
of the Rayo Lamp stoures a uniform
the
light, with never a flicker or flare.
The ideal family lamp. Made of brass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
The Rayo is a
lamp, but yen cannot
at
a
price.
any
get better lamp

DAILY

49

29

i5

II

Arr.
Lv

-

(l
it

'

MONDAY,

Bright and Steady

SI, Louis Rocky NR. &

Pacific

M.

Heaten,

Mr.

Johnnie.

Hrlie, Bessie.
in.
47
N. M.
83
7
m.
Arr.
Lv.
Miss Myrtle.
m.
Jones,
7
m.
50
N. M.
Lv
m.
Nast
Mr. G. H.
7
m.
S3
Justice,
Harlan
m.
"
7
59
in.
94
Ute Park
m.
Ixibato, Mr. Jacobo.
Long, Mr. W. D.
Connects with E. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawton, N.
Lopes, Miss Jsefita.
Lucero, Miss Frances.
M., 6:15 p. m.
lina. The form of the schedule is
Connect! with t. P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Oawton, N. M.,
more convnient than that used ten
Lucero, Birginia.
:C5 a. m.
Mcliride, Mr. Ira.
,tnak&&.
years ago, and the two pages are so
is
f Stage for van Houttn, N. M., meets train at Preston, N. M.
McCallum, Miss Lenora.
spaced that when the schedule
Palace.
machine
C, A S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines s fellows:
McCracken. Mr. Roy.
.1
S. Gav. Denver: E. E. Meier, Ar placed in the
SOUTH SOUND.
NORTH BOUND
been
a
time
card
has
each
punched
Tierra
Mackey, Mrs. Irene.
Alexander Read,
Hondo;
royo
'
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :0 a. m.
McKinty, xMr. Joseph.
Amanita- V H H uck. Denver: E. C. the ratchet wheel automatically moves
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
San Francisco; W. D- Chil-- . the schedule up one line, and all the
McManus, C. L.
Dryburgh,
rm'nh-TracK connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C
Hunt Raton: operator has to do is to operate the
k
larast
Madrid, Pablita.
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A .lohn'w. Kirk'patrick,
A 8. at Oes Moines, E. P
Chas. keys on the punching machine.
Martinez, Miss Refugito.
Springer;
Notice for Publication.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Por this stage of the compilation
A. Spiess, Las Vegas; Amos Hedrieks,
Martinez, Miss Marillita.
lf
Mexico:
New
Ocato,
Small
AnHolding Claim No. 1235.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot i r the following points
C.
122,000,000
statistics
Hall,
j
0f
Mr.
Cruz.
Mariano
the population
Las Vegas;
Medina,
Harry
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land.
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
A. V. Keith and wife, Elida; manila cards have been ordered for
Dn. Braulio.
tonito;
Mendosa,
Cr.,
Ute Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo J. Weil and wife, Lou Weil and wife, the
machines.
Department of the Interior.
Mick, Mr. E. A., (2).
Lobo,
Elizabethtown.
eco. Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
United States Land Office,
elassiKansas City; W. Y. Hayward, Albu-- j
thirty-tw- o
Mr.
Tom.
are
The
Muller,
questions
New
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
York;
Arnold
Treuhold,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909.
querque;
nt,d under thirteen groups.
Muniz, Mr. Ystalio
W. R. E. Lee and wile, Roosevelt,:
W. A. GORMAN,
Notice
is hereby given that the folloThft first js iocati011j and under this
e. J. DEDMAN.
Miss
J, van HOUTEN;
Tereza, (2).
Ortega,
wing-named
write
claimant has filed notice
head the enumerator must
Owens, Mr. C. L,
Pass- - Agent rizona.
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr
Gen
Claire.
Superintendent
j u0wn
of his intention to make final proof in
the street, avenue, road, etc
Onofre.
Poncho,
MM
N.
RATON, N,
RATON.
I. h. hud- Ihe house uumber in cities or towns;
L. H. Lausen, Oroville;
RATON, N. M.
support of his claim under sections
Pruett, Mr. V. T.
bell. Albuquerque; H. h. Arnold, ie-- : muj the number of the dwelling house
1C and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91,
Howard.
Romero,
cos; .1. Kalter, St. Louis; P. A. Speck- atld the mmlber of the family, in the
(26 Stat., 854), as amended by the act
Mr.
Edward.
Sweet,
man, kstancia; J. I,, ivicvaugiu, iiu- - ,mmeVical order of the enumerators
of February 21, 1S93, (27 Stat., 470),
Mr. Mabricio.
Tat'oya,
fisher, Okla.; 1). .1. McCarty, Denver; j visitation.
and that said proof will be made beWatkins, Mrs. G. C.
E.
I. A. Johnson, Denver; Thomas
under the subject "Name,"' for
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Weaver, Miss Gertrude.
Hunter Wichita; Earl Stratton,
whose place of abode on
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on DeGeo.
Mrs.
l toon, 111.; A. Singer, Albuquerque; April 15 was in lhe family being Wheeler,
cember 22, 1909, viz: Ramon Padilla,
W. H.
Mrs.
Witman,
t
Miss E. Williams. Miss (). Williams, j f,nunierated, the census taker is
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small hold
Williams, Thos. C, (2).
Louis; E. C. Forey. Topeka; E. L. Ktructed to enter the surname first,
ing claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N. R.
Mrs.
Eva.
Williams,
s
Cimarron; lul Enie, tuen th(i gjvt,n nalne arul middie
Spicklemeir,
8 E. N. M. P. M.
Jose.
Xfiuiona,
i
Cruces; H. G. Hawkins, Las
He nulst include every
any
He names the following witnesses to
Morce.
Vigil,
E.
S.
Hartly, ,)erson Uvin!; on April 15, 1!)10, and
gas; C. F. Horteustein,
his actual continuous adverse
prove
In calling for these letters please
Springer; Fred H. West, St. Louis ; must omit cb.ndren born since that
of said tract for twenty
possession
Miss
not.
or
"advertised"
state whether
Carl J. Probst, Abiquiu;
Rena;(iat0
years next preceding the survey of the
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
The third group, Relationship, calls
Bradley, Glorieta; 1). JL. King, Los
township, viz:
Postmaster.
Angeles; B. B. Cargo, Lorain, Ohio; for a statement of the relationship
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero. Jose
Joshua Hill and wife, Pontiac, Mien., j which the person enumerated bears
Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N
B. C. Compton, Laniy; J. P. Snyder, to the head of the family in which he
M.
TIME TABLE OF
Wayne, Mich.; A. Larson, R. Lumpier, resides.
Any person who desires to protest
Dakota.
S.
Lead,
The Personal Description
group
LOCAL TRAINS gainst
the allowance of said proof, or
Coronado.
asks for the sex; the color or race
who knows of any substantial reason
Mrs. th.lt is whether white, black, mulatto,
J. C. Stowell, Albuquerque;
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
under the laws and regulation of the
William Behrmann and son, Bisbee; Chinese, Japanese, or Indian; age at
leaves for the north at 10:15 Interior Department why such proof
Train
Including
W. C. Horn, Estancia; Alfredo Her- last birthday; whether single, mar- a, m.
should not be alowed will be given an
rera, Albuquerque; W. Hammers,
widowed, or divorced; the mini- Train arrives from the north at 4 pportunity at the
coma, Wash.; H. P. Montoya, Taos.
her of years of present marriage; p. ni.
time and place to
Modern.
the wi :
and, under the subject of "Mother of
New Mexic. Central.
C. A. Siringo, City; Chalmers
nesses of said claimant, and to offer
how many children," the number of
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
evidence in rebuttal of that submit
City; Z. S. Collins, Clovis; children each woman lias had and the
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25 ted
K.
W. S. Garvin. City; S.
Emerson, number now living.
by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Mojave, Ariz.; W. Carr, Weldon, Ky.;
The Country of Birth.
Santa Fe Railroad-Leav- e
J. F. Williams, Cerrillos.
The group relative to nativity re-- !
Register.
Santa Fe 8:25 to connect
qui', es answers stating the place of
POPULATION SCHEDULE
&
birth of the person enumerated and with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and
Engraved cads de visit and wed
23,
IS NOW READY. also of his or her father and mother. west, and No. 3 from the east at La. . ding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican Printing ofllce.
The instructions are that if either is Junction.
Any
Por further Information Call on or Write
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
one sanding m need or such will do
Every Person Will Be Asked Thirty-- ' born in the United States, the enumLeaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect well to call at this office and examine
two Questions Which Must Be
erator must give the state or terriF H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m samples, style of work and prices.
with
Answered.
must
he
of
but
if
birth
M.
FK.
N.
tory,
foreign
SANTA
Leaves
Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
give the country.
Aith 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
20.
United
The
citir
two
Dec.
The
regarding
questions
Washington,
m.
schedule zenship apply to foreign-borper- - i from the west. Arrives 11:10 p.
States census population
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
which will be carried by the enumer- - sons only and call for a statement of
1909
Notice
Publication.
for
The New Mexican Prtntnng com
The Spanish edition of the
ators during the thirteenth decennial the year of immigration to the
MASONIC.
ready
(Serial 0824. Not Coal Land.)
States census, April 15 next, ted States, and, in the case if adult pany has prepared civil and criminal
Iws of New Mexico are now cover.
Price: Paper
Department of the Interior,
for delivery.
contains thirty-tw- o
questions concern- - males, whether naturalized or alien, dockets especially for the use of jusMontezuma Lodge Ne
Jemez Forest Reserve.
The next question requires fie enu-thi- tices of the peace. They are especial
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep.
ing every man, woman, and child in.
1. A. F. & A. M. Reg
in
to ascertain whether the per- - ly ruled, with printed headings,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
country, the total of whom is
communication
ular
December 7, 1909.
all orders to The Xew Mexican Print
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good record paper, strongly
not, to give the language spoken.
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again
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for
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store, farm, etc." The third wants to Civil or Criminal .....
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A, W.' Fedderson,
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xr mi
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Shooting Affray in Las Vegas Sa- ing to the fact that the high school
has been closed the Kindergarten loon Sunday morning at Las Vegas,
i
Christinas tree will be at Library hall 'n the Bridge saloon, Charles Allen
on next Thursday afternoon at two sno1 Felipe Montoya in the groin. The
'
o'clock.
story is that the men were, quarrel- Crushed Between Coal Cars Frank ing over a woman and Allen sets up
El
Dugan had five ribs crushed and was self defense. He is being held to await
otherwise injured, at the Union mine the outcome of Montoya's injury
at Gallup. He was caught between a which is serious.
ing
Left Out By Mistake In the write-uHioux City, la.. Dee. 20. The iov- - coal car and some heavv timbers hkpi
of the Princess Bonnie show on
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eminent thermometer here registered
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through inadvertauce the
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Most
weather
the
kind
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a
winter,
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present you name ef Julius
GOLD WAVE EXTENDS EASTWARD
Muralter was left out
rose
The
below.
temperature
slightly want can be had at Fischer Drus Commembers. Muralchorus
of
the
list
of
pany's. Come in and let us show you.
during the day.
was one of the leaders in the
ter
Plumbers Kept Busy Owing to the
Low Temperatures.
Records Broken in Iowa, Nebraschorus work and also attracted much
below was reported by cold snap that struck Santa Fe Sat- attention
Fourteen
by his splendid work as a
ka and at Many Other
Las Vegas, twenty below by Estancia, urday and .Sunday nights, many water Spanish soldier. His comical actions
Points.
were frozen caused
five below by Roswell and practically pipes throughout town
many a hearty laugh. When
were kept in
burst.
Ixical
and
recordplumbers
the
in
every point
Territory
Europe, Muralter was frequently
Norfolk, Xeb., Dec. 20.The cold ed from thirty below to zero yester- busy all day yesterday and today try- in close touch with theatrical performers and gained many good point
wave still prevails in this section of day morning. The cold wave is not ing to repair the damage.
Imported and Domestic cigars at ers.
the country. It was sixteen degrees only unusual for its severity, but also Cook's
Pharmacy.
because of its long duration, the
Torrance
below zero here this morning.
County Court Among
Man
Drunken
Breaks Window
r
Htrint
t)lo iii naaoa xinnao
El Paso is Shivering.
weather bureau having reported beKl Paso, Tex., Dec. 20. Ten above low zero temperature three days in While drunk Saturday night a man court at Estancia last week, was that
fell against a window in Candelario's
of Macario Torres vs. The Board of
zero was recorded here this morning, succession.
curio store on San Francisco street, County Commissioners, where motion
suf-the coldest, since 18S0. Cattle are
VICshattering the pane of glass. He was for appeal and supersedeas was
fering all over the area around. El ROOSEVELT ON
taken away by a friend before an ar- granted except as to the injunction.
NYANZA.
TORIA
Paso and unless weather soon modrest could be made.
In the case of Rumaldo Mirabal vs.
result.
will
erates losses
A Nice
Christmas Present See The Xew Mexico Central Railroad
First Time That Stars and Stripes
El
at
Paso.
Bells
Sleigh
Mayes & Bean and buy a few of those Companv change of venue to Santa
Were Displayed on the
" El Paso, Texas, Dec. 20.of Jingling
choice lots in the Sunny Slope Addi Fe
Lake.
was granted. In the case
El Paso
sleigh bells on the streets
tion to Las Cruces while they are of countyMurdock
20.
RooseColonel
Dec.
Companw vs. Ball,
Reed,
Kisuma,
yesterday attracted great attention.
selling for $10 each. A nice Xmas judgment was rendered by default for
here
arrived
and
velt
Man
Killed
yesterday
party
Weather
By Slipping.
present for your wife or one of the plaintiff for $32S.S0 and costs.
Abilene, Texas, Dec, 20. Captain and sailed on the Clement Hill for children.
J. Y. Johnson, for many years gov- Entebbe, Uganda. The steamer flew
City Authorities No Respecter of
MARKET REPORT.
ernment weather observer here, aged the United States flag. It was the Person
The city authorities of RosC2, and next oldest man in the serv- first time that the stars and stripes
well have imposed a fine on former
New York, Dec. 20. Call money 4
ice, was instantly killed here. Falling had flown over a passenger steamer
basement steps on Victoria Xyanza. All of the party-ar- Mayor J. W. Stockard for wiring his
down the
prime mercantile paper
building without taking out a license,
Mexican dollars 44; Amal. 87
of the government building, his Tiead
well.
and is suing at the rate of six prop- Atch.
S. P. 124
struck the cement floor, and his skull
122; N. Y. C. 124
A Delightful Voyage.
erty owners a day for failing to make
IT. P. 203; steel 91
was fractured. His wife found his
pfd. 125.
Entebbe, Dec. 20. After a delight- sewer connection.
body half an hour later.
ful voyage across Victoria Xyanza,
Soldier Had to Pay $50 for His Jag
Sixty Below in Colorado.
arrived
A soldier from Fort WIngate was
Frazier, Colo., Dec. 20. Sixty de- Colonel Roosevelt and party
here today.
They were driven in arrested at Gallup for being drunk,
grees below, a record, yesterday.
Kremmling, Colo., Dec. 20. Forty-tw- motor cars to the government house, and Lieutenant Stirling from the fort
DO YOU
degrees below, coldest ever ex- where they will be the guest of the paid the $50 fine and costs assessed
tomorrow.
of
until
Governor
Uganda
perienced in Routt county.
against him by Justice of the Peace
TO
Brown, to prevent the private's spendZero Weather at Albuquerque.
ing sixty days in jail.
Albuquerque. X. M.. Dec. 20. ReEvery customer coming into our
show
north
the
from
ports
yesterday
store
Xmas week will receive a valued very low temperatures, fifteen be(Continued From Page Two.)
able
Christmas
present. Be sure you
and
at
recorded
Raton
low beinfj
get yours. Fischer Drug Co.
eleven below at Las Vegas. EveryAsk for a weather chart calendar
Pictures Pleased The new picthing froze up tight again last night nt Fischpv Dm? Comnanv's. They're
tures shown at the Elk's theatre last
in Aiouquerque anu extremely com
who attended and
nights are expected for some time, to
Started Cutting Ice Bacon, the ice night pleased those
204
comment. The
favorable
caused
come. At 2: mi o clock Sunday mornvery
has fifty men at. work on same
man,
today
will
shown
be
pictures
tonight
J3 ing reliable thermometers showed a his
FOR AN
ponds cutting ice which is ten
Beginning Thursday night the attractemperature of zero. Water pipes all inches thick.
be pictures of the Passion
over the city were frozen during the
Found Dead in the P.oad Xicolas tion will
night, wherever they were exposed, Sais, road overseer at Tularosa, Otero Play.
and in several cases reported the en- county, was found dead in the public
Train Report The Denver and Rio
tire water service of large houses was road, half a mile from his home.
Grande is reported five hours late and
put out of commission.
Gunthers and McDonald's candies the New Mexico Central on time. The
H. A. HART
Santa Fe trains are reported as folMexico Reports Below Freezing.
arrived today at Zook's. Pharmacy.
PROPRIETOR.
2 at Lamy at 3:20;
Xo.
lows:
First
A
Tomorrow
20.
of
Year
Dec.
Shortest Day
Monterey, Mexico,
2
3
at
Xo.
at
second
No.
3:30;
Lamy
norther struck here accompanied by a will be the shortest day of the year.
No. 1 at 9; first No.
steady rain. Last night the tempera- - From then, as the proverb says "the at Lamy at 6:40;
i

Christmas Turkey

MONDAY,

ture was six degrees below freezing,
the coldest it has been in Monterey in
twelve years. There is considerable
suffering among the poorer class and
the public buildings have been opened
IN COLORADO to ihem. The mountains surrounding
the. city are covered with snow. Re- pons received from outlying districts
indicate the coldest weather In years
Re-Paso and Albuquerque
j and a
heavy snowfall is reported from
Saltillo.
port Intense Cold Caus-- !
Fourteen Below in Iowa.
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"OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good Work and Prompt Service:
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XMAS PRESENTS

gloves, night robes, pajamas,
hosiery, house coats, bath
robes, shirts, dress shirts,
hats and caps. And when you
come to woman's and Misses
wear you will find the largest
variety ever seen in any store
in the City.

For men, women and children
is an easy prosition at this
store. We have so many
things that are just right that
it is only a matter of choice
'to secure a good selection.

themselves-areher- e

suspender s ,

neck-wea- r,

The things a man, woman
or boy appreciates most,
the things ttjey would buy

at its best

Toys of every description,
Men's suits, overcoats, rain
coats, auto coats, fancy vests,
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Now we give you the hint to make

your selections early while the pick1
ing is best. We will assist you in
every way and will make any
exchanges vou desire after Xmas.
Eastern prices guaranteed.

REMEMBER OUR MOTTO
IS

great variety.

HONESTY

and

JUST

TREATMENT.
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